Grifols has signed a distribution agreement with the US company CDEX, manufacturer of Valimed, an identification system for intravenous medications. The agreement includes the territories of Spain, Portugal and Italy.

Valimed is a pharmaceutical validation system which employs Spectroscopy technology using UV light to identify substances and their concentrations through a signature pattern. This system is innovative compared to other pharmaceutical preparation validation systems currently on the market which are based on visual inspection and weight controls.

Valimed has a library of 150 signatures which are graphic patterns against which a determined intravenous mixture is compared and validated. This system is able to discriminate different concentrations for the same medication.

Valimed is a step forward in pharmaceutical validations and is a perfect complement to our Oncotools line, offering the hospital pharmacist even more tools to facilitate their daily tasks and increase safety in the medication cycle in hospitals.

For more information please visit: www.valimed.com